A total of 30 substantive news reports mentioning UST were collected. ** denotes items involving OUDPA in providing information or statements upon enquiries, issuing media invitation, issuing press releases, or setting up interviews.

1. **Profile of Dr Qian ZHANG (COMP)**
   Apple Daily and HK Economic Times (3/1).

2. Prof Lionel NI (COMP) commented on issues surrounding the fake cloning researches by Korean scientist Hwang Woo Suk
   Phoenix Satellite TV (3/1).

3. Prof Richard HAYNES (CHEM) developed a new drug Artemisone to cure malaria**
   Sing Tao Daily (31/12).

4. Dr Ngai PUN (SOSC) authored on the impact of China's accession to WTO on the labour market
   Ming Pao Daily News (31/12).

5. Prof Francis LUI (ECON) commented on economic issues
   10 clippings (23-31/12).

6. UST may admit secondary school student CHAN Yik-Hei upon his completion of Form five
   Apple Daily (31/12).

7. Dr Oscar AU (ELEC) introduced the new video streaming and transcoding technologies**
   E-Zone (30/12); High-Tech Weekly (29/12).

8. Prof Roland CHIN (VPRD) commented on education issues
   Ming Pao Daily News (30/12).

9. Prof K C CHAN (DBM) commented on the economic development of Hong Kong
   3 clippings (30/12).

10. **Profile of Prof X L DING (SOSC)**
    SCMP (28/12).

11. Dr Ngok MA (SOSC) commented on political issues
    3 clippings (23-27/12).

12. A UST staff member complained about the Defined Benefits Plan**
    Oriental Daily News (26/12).

13. Prof Thomas STELSON, UST's founding VPRD, passed away in November 2005**
    Ming Pao Daily News (24/12).
14. Prof In CHOI (ECON) commented on the anti-WTO stance of Korean farmers
    HK Economic Times (24/12).

15. UST student WONG Ka Ho (BIOL) shared his experience as a volunteer
    in the WTO Hong Kong Ministerial Conference
    Ta Kung Pao (24/12).

IMPORTANT NOTICE:
Because of restrictions on photocopying newspaper articles, OUDPA is unable to provide clippings for photocopying. Most of the clippings are however available in HKUST News Clippings Online (http://library.ust.hk/cgi/db/newsclip.pl) through the Library's subscription to the WiseNews service. Enquiries can be made to the media and editorial unit of OUDPA at x8555 or x6317.